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Those Dark Places - Jonathan Hicks 2020-11-26
Space is a hell of a thing but you need to be sure
that this is what you want. Like, what you really
want. The idea of space exploration to further
the frontiers of mankind is noble, but let's not
kid ourselves – it's really all about furthering the
profit margins. There's money to be made and
out there is the place to make it, but you hear all
kinds of stories... equipment malfunctions,
strange discoveries, crewmembers going
insane... You'll be out there in the reaches,
alone, for months or years, breathing recycled
air and drinking recycled water, with nothing
but a few feet of metal and shielding between
you and certain death. Are you sure this is what
you want? – Crew Orientation Briefing *** Those
Dark Places is a rules-light, story-focused
roleplaying game about the darker side of space
exploration and the people who travel the stars
in claustrophobic, dangerous conditions.
Starships, stations, and outposts aren't havens of
safety with clean, brightly lit corridors – they're
potential deathtraps, funded by budgetconscious corporate interests and running on
stale, recycled air and water. The stars may be
the future of humanity, but they are also home to
horrors and terror the human mind cannot
comprehend.
Star Wars Roleplaying Game - Gary Astleford
2007
This supplement contains advanced starship
combat rules for the "Star Wars] Roleplaying
Game Saga Edition." In addition, it provides new
character options for spacefaring heroes as well
as descriptions, deckplans, and statistics for

starships from all eras.
Shadow of the Demon Lord - Robert Schwalb
2015-07-01
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Qelong - Lamentations of the Flame Princess
2017-07
Two barely conceivable beings have fought a
war for a generation over Sajavedra, a barely
legendary land far to the southeast. They wish to
claim its rich harvests of souls and fields, its
intricate networks of ley lines and temples, for
their own.They have devastated it utterly. A
forgotten weapon in their war, a neglected
sorcery fallen from a distracted archons
attention, lies in the Qelong River valley at the
edge of this near-cosmic battlefield. Qelong is
Kenneth Hites hellish southeast Asian setting
inspired by fantasy quest drama and war stories
like Valhalla Rising, Apocalypse Now, and The
Good, the Bad, and the Ugly. Suitable for
character levels 4-6, usable with LotFP Weird
Fantasy Role-Playing and other traditional roleplaying games.
How to Write Adventure Modules That Don't
Suck - Goodman Games 2017-07
Over the last 15 years, Goodman Games has
established a reputation for publishing some of
the best adventure modules in the industry. Now
we present our advice on how you can write
great adventures! This compilation of articles is
authored by two dozen of the industrys bestknown adventure writers. Each article gives a
different perspective on how to write adventure
modules that dont suck, written by authors with
decades of experience and prominent published
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credits. By the time youre done reading this
book, youll be on the path to designing great
adventure modules on your own. Whether youre
an experienced writer or an aspiring novice,
youll find something of value in this book! Made
in the USA.
The God That Crawls - Lamentations of the
Flame Princess 2017-07
A murdering cult. A religious order dedicated to
protecting sacred history. An ancient catacomb
full of danger and reward. The God that Crawls
A dungeon chase adventure for characters of
levels 12 for use with Lamentations of the Flame
Princess Weird Fantasy Role-Playing and other
traditional role-playing games.
The Ruined Clouds - Jason Keeley 2018-02
Still on the heels of the Devourer cult, the
heroes head to a distant,uncharted star system,
where they find the ruins of an ancient alien
cityfloating in the atmosphere of a gas giant.
Exploring the ruins, they encounterthe
degenerate descendants of a highly advanced
species that once controlled thealien
superweapon the heroes are searching for.
Through the legends andsuperstitions of these
savage aliens, the heroes can piece together
clues to thesuperweapon's hidden location and
the key to unlocking its power--animpossibly
huge megastructure that the Cult of the
Devourer is intent onseizing! "The Ruined
Clouds" is a Starfinder RoleplayingGame
adventure for 7th-level characters. The
adventure continues the Dead SunsAdventure
Path, a campaign in which players explore the
secrets of the galaxy asmembers of the
Starfinder Society. It also includes a gazetteer of
the ruinedalien city of Istamak, an exploration of
the hyperspace plane called the Driftand the
mysterious city at the center of it, and a
selection of new monstersfrom alien worlds.
Each bimonthly full-color softcover
StarfinderAdventure Path volume contains a new
installment of a series of interconnectedsciencefantasy quests that together create a fully
developed plot of sweepingscale and epic
challenges. Each 64-page volume of the
Starfinder Adventure Pathalso contains in-depth
articles that detail and expand the Starfinder
campaignsetting and provide new rules, a host
of exciting new monsters and alien races,a new
planet to explore and starship to pilot, andmore!

The Ruined Clouds is a Starfinder
RoleplayingGame adventure for 7th-level
characters. The adventure continues the Dead
SunsAdventure Path, a campaign in which
players explore the secrets of the galaxy
asmembers of the Starfinder Society. It also
includes a gazetteer of the ruinedalien city of
Istamak, an exploration of the hyperspace plane
called the Driftand the mysterious city at the
center of it, and a selection of new monstersfrom
alien worlds.
Anima Prime - Christian Griffen 2011-04-08
Fight for love and vengeance.Wield megaswords
and magic guns.Battle on top of
airships.Summon powerful eidolons.Walk
between dimensions.And that's just the
beginning.Anima Prime is a tabletop roleplaying
game that combines narrative freedom in
character scenes and combat maneuvers with
elemental powers, Soulbound Weapons, and the
summoning of eidolons to allow you to create
your own stories and action scenes rivaling
those usually seen in video game cut scenes and
anime. A flexible goal system lets you infuse any
fight with meaningful story decision points and
unlimited tactical options.This game text is
licensed under a Creative Commons-AttributionShare Alike 3.0 License. A complete copy of the
text can be obtained for free from
www.AnimaPrimeRPG.com.Winner of the Indie
RPG Awards' Best Free Game of 2011 Award!
Index Card RPG Core - Brandish Gilhelm
2018-04-30
A fast, fun, friendly RPG for players of all skill
levels. This book is comprehensive for your
tabletop games, including the very best Game
Mastering how-to's, monsters, adventures, maps,
characters, and loot!See lots more about ICRPG
at www.icrpg.com
Bubblegumshoe - 2016-06-16
omeone stole my kid brother's bike...Someone
sabotaged the pep rally...Someone destroyed the
Homecoming queen's reputation...The world is
full of mysteries. It's up to your group of intrepid
teen sleuths to solve them. In Bubblegumshoe,
players step into the shoes of high-schoolers
solving mysteries in a modern American small
town. Discover clues, solve problems, and throw
down with enemies in this streamlined RPG
based on the GUMSHOE system.In this standalone game, you'll find:Rules to create your
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Sleuth's web of relationships and make the most
of GUMSHOE's resource-managementA simple
setting system designed for large scale town
creation all the way down to scene locations,
plus extensive information on Drewsbury, a
ready-to-go settingA variety of short mystery
starters, including a full introductory mystery:
Hey! That's My Bike!Extensive support to help
GMs create their own mysteries using preestablished characters and settingsRules for
social Throwdowns as well as physical
altercations to reflect the drama of high school
noirA slimmed-down list of investigative abilities
vs GUMSHOE's default to make for faster
decision makingBubblegumshoe. The secrets will
out.
Wanderhome - Jay Dragon 2021-06
Wanderhome is a pastoral fantasy role-playing
game about traveling animal-folk, the world they
inhabit, and the way the seasons change. It is a
game filled with grassy fields, mossy shrines,
herds of chubby bumblebees, opossums in
sundresses, salamanders with suspenders, starry
night skies, and the most beautiful sunsets you
can imagine.
Edge Of Venomverse - Various 2017-11-08
Collecting Edge Of Venomverse #1-5,
Venomverse: War Stories #1. Symbiotes are
stirring all across the Web of Life and Destiny.
Are they just hungry to find worthy hosts or has
something more sinister got them riled?
Pathfinder Campaign Setting: Nidal, Land of
Shadows - Paizo Inc. Staff 2018-05
A land chained in shadow Ten thousand years
ago, faced with extinction, the terrified leaders
of Nidal heard whispers in their minds-promises
of salvation for their nation if only they'd submit
their people's bodies and souls to perpetual
servitude. Those leaders' assent transformed
them into conduits for Zon-Kuthon, the god of
envy and pain, and has sealed Nidal's fate to this
day. Pathfinder Campaign Setting: Nidal, Land
of Shadows draws back the curtain from one of
Golarion's most wicked and mysterious
theocracies. Within these pages, you'll find:
►Detailed descriptions of Nidal's history,
including its tragic fall into Zon-Kuthon's grasp.
►An in-depth gazetteer of the entire nation, from
settlements to more sinister features.
►Malevolent adventure sites from the Castle of
the Captive Sun to the Tower of Slant Shadows.

►A bestiary of shadowy creatures, including the
suffragan kyton, that lurk in Nidal and beyond.
Pathfinder Campaign Setting: Nidal, Land of
Shadows is intended for use with the Pathfinder
campaign setting, but it can be easily adapted to
any fantasy world.
The Mecha Hack - 2018-05-25
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The Thieves of Fortress Badabaskor - Robert
Conley 2007-01-01
Edge of the Empire Beginner Game - Fantasy
Flight Publishing, Inc. 2012-10-25
The perfect entry point for novice roleplayers,
the Star Wars: Edge of the Empire Beginner
Game features a complete, learn-as-you-go
adventure. Pre-generated character folios keep
rules right at your fingertips, while custom dice
and an exciting narrative gameplay system make
every roll into a story. Detailed rules provide for
hours of entertainment in a galaxy far, far away!
Snowpiercer Vol. 3: Terminus - Olivier Bocquet
2016-03-22
The third volume of the graphic novel series that
inspired the movie Snowpiercer, starring Chris
Evans - presented in English for the very first
time! On a future, frozen Earth, humanity has
been packed onto self-sustaining trains, doomed
to circumnavigate the globe until the end of the
interminable ice age - or until the engines give
out. When a scrap of music piques their interest,
the inhabitants of the Icebreaker take the
ultimate risk and cross the frozen ocean, a vast
expanse with no train tracks... and no way to
return to them.
Vector Prime - R. A. Salvatore 2004-09-07
"As the Jedi and the Republic focus on internal
struggles, a new threat surfaces, beyond the
farthest reaches of the Outer Rim. An enemy
appears from outside known space, bearing
weapons and technology unlike anything New
Republic scientists have ever seen. Suddenly,
Luke, Mara, Leia, Han Solo, and Chewbacca-along with the Solo children-- are thrust again
into battle, to defend the freedom so many have
fought and died for. But this time, all their
courage, sacrifice, and even the power of the
Force itself may not be enough."--Container.
Dreamchaser - Peter Petrusha, Jr. 2017-08-16
If you could live out any story, any
moment...what would you experience?
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Dreamchaser is an immersive story building
game where players imagine the story they want
to experience. They imagine a goal for their
game...their story. They let that goal inspire
them, imagining characters to play and
experiences to have. Experiences they want to
share. They live out that story wherever it takes
them...a story of pursuing their dreams.Just
imagine all that we can achieve together...This
Pretend Box set is the premium edition of
Dreamchaser: A Game of Destiny. It includes: a
Hardcover Rulebook, 10x18" Bifold Board of the
Dream Map, Game Master Screen, Pair of Tenside Dice, Pad (50) of Full Color Character
Sheets, Pad (50) of Full Color Guide Sheets, and
a Pack of Notecards. Play a roleplaying game
right off the shelf!
The Dark Side Sourcebook - Bill Slavicsek
2001
Provides instructions for creating characters and
campaigns for the "Star Wars" roleplaying game
that call on the dark side of the Force, and offers
details on character classes, specific evil
characters, and related topics.
Heart - Grant Howitt 2020-06
Roleplaying game set in a strange undercity that
warps to match your heart's desire.
Conan Player's Guide - Modiphius Entertainment
2018-10
The Players Guide to Robert E. Howards Conan:
Adventures in an Age Undreamed Of takes you
into the world of Conan the Barbarian, a place
where astonishing heroes battle loathsome
monsters, raise swords against dire sorcery, and
travel to exotic and unknown lands!
Tropical Plant Science - G. K. Berrie 1987

that layout and art have been given great care to
make the most visually pleasing book as
possible: this means 10 maps, and two
illustrations per pages on most of the 275 pages!
Sleepaway - Jay Dragon 2020-02

Dark Albion: the Rose War - RPGPundit
2015-07-05
Dark Albion: The Rose War is a 275 pages long,
OSR RPG campaign setting, set in a fantasy
medieval England during the War of the Roses
(15th century). Think England + sorcery +
demons and fairies + some fantasy twists to the
world. 80% of the book is system neutral, so can
be used with most role-playing games.
Nonetheless, this book is designed with OSR
games in mind, and will run best with Fantastic
Heroes & Witchery (also available on
Createspace/Amazon), and similar games such
as Osric, Swords & Wizardry, etc. Note lastly

Alien RPG - Free League Publishing 2019-12-10
"Space is vast, dark, and not your friend. Gamma
rays and neutrino bursts erupt from dying stars
to cook you alive, black holes tear you apart, and
the void itself boils your blood and seizes your
brain. Try to scream and no one can hear you hold your breath and you rupture your lungs.
Space isn't as empty as you'd think, either - its
frontiers are ever expanding. Rival governments
wage a cold war of aggression while greedy
corporations vie for valuable resources.
Colonists reach for the stars and gamble with
their lives - each new world tamed is either feast
or famine. And there are things lurking in the
shadows of every asteroid - things strange and
different and deadly. Things alien. This is the
official ALIEN tabletop roleplaying game - a
universe of body horror and corporate
brinkmanship, where synthetic people play god
while space truckers and marines serve host to
newborn ghoulish creatures. It's a harsh and
unforgiving universe and you are nothing if not
expendable. Stay alive if you can"--Back cover.
Atomic Robo Roleplaying Game - Brian Clevinger
2015-01-13
Action! Science! Robots! Punching! More
Science! Are you ready for some two-fisted
science adventure? Then it's time for the Atomic
Robo RPG! Have you ever wanted to face down
global conspiracy as an immortal atomic robot or
Carl Sagan? The Atomic Robo RPG makes it
possible. The Atomic Robo RPG brings you the
most explosive Fate Core system experience yet.
This is action science like you've never seen it
before, coming straight at you from the pages of
the popular Atomic Robo comics by Brian
Clevinger and Scott Wegener. Play as an action
scientist or immortal robot, super-spy or pulp
adventurer - or something stranger still from the
hidden corners of super-science! Hop into your
Tesladyne jet and travel the globe in one time
period, or battle across the decades as a cast of
scientifical- ly talented adventurers. Face down
demented dinosaurs, rogue government agents,
and stolen Tesla-powered technologies! Remain
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Calm. Trust in Science. Grab your gear and get
ready for full-contact, high-octane, explosive
hypothesis testing in the Atomic Robo RPG!
Galactic Campaign Guide - Peter
Schweighofer 2003
The gamemaster's ultimate resource for starting
and sustaining a Star Wars campaign.This
comprehensive guidebook contains everything a
beginning or experienced gamemaster needs to
create, sustain, and enhance a Star Wars
campaign. Designed to aid gamemasters in
running campaigns from 1st through 20th level,
this title includes tips for launching and building
campaigns, encounter and adventure hooks,
characters of all classes and mixes, and tips for
integrating film characters into a storyline.
There are rules for handling complex combat
and conflict, and information is presented on
elements of an epic campaign. Ease of game play
is facilitated with dozens of pre-generated maps
and characters and detailed descriptions of
numerous locations.
Duty and Desire Book Club Edition - Anju
Gattani 2021-01-27
To uphold family honor and tradition, Sheetal
Prasad is forced to forsake the man she loves
and marry playboy millionaire Rakesh Dhanraj
while the citizens of Raigun, India, watch in
envy. On her wedding night, however, Sheetal
quickly learns that the stranger she married is
as cold as the marble floors of the Dhanraj
mansion. Forced to smile at family members and
cameras and pretend there's nothing wrong with
her marriage, Sheetal begins to discover that the
family she married into harbors secrets, lies and
deceptions powerful enough to tear apart her
world. With no one to rely on and no escape,
Sheetal must ally with her husband in an
attempt to protect her infant son from the
tyranny of his family.sion.
Vornheim the Complete City Kit - Lamentations
of the Flame Princess 2017-07
Vast is Vornheim, the Grey Maze... Give
somebody a floorplan and theyll GM for a day
show them how to make 30 floorplans in 30
seconds and theyll GM forever. Need to know
how to get from here to there even if neither
here nor there are listed on a map? Even if there
is no map? Need a random encounter? Need
instant stats for that random encounter? Need to
know why there was a random encounter? This

book was designed to help you make a city
happen now. In addition to details on Vornheim,
adventure locations, and player commentary
from the I Hit It With My Axe girls, every single
surface below this jacket including the back of
the jacket, the book covers underneath, and the
inside covers has been crammed full of tools to
help you build and run a city no matter what
edition game you play.
Women of Will - Tina Packer 2016-03-08
Women of Will is a fierce and funny exploration
of Shakespeare’s understanding of the feminine.
Tina Packer, one of our foremost Shakespeare
experts, shows that Shakespeare began, in his
early comedies, by writing women as shrews to
be tamed or as sweet little things with no
independence of thought. The women of the
history plays are much more interesting,
beginning with Joan of Arc. Then, with the
extraordinary Juliet, there is a dramatic shift:
suddenly Shakespeare’s women have depth,
motivation, and understanding of life more than
equal to that of the men. As Shakespeare ceases
to write women as predictable caricatures and
starts writing them from the inside, his women
become as dimensional, spirited, spiritual,
active, and sexual as any of his male characters.
Wondering if Shakespeare had fallen in love
(Packer considers with whom, and what she may
have been like), the author observes that from
Juliet on, Shakespeare’s characters demonstrate
that when women and men are equal in status
and passion, they can—and do—change the
world.
Stars Without Number (Perfect Bound) 2010-11-21
Stars Without Number is a science fiction roleplaying game inspired by the Old School
Renaissance and the great fantasy and sciencefiction games of the seventies and eighties. *
Compatible with most retroclone RPGs * Helps a
GM build a sandbox sci-fi game that lets the
players leave the plot rails to explore freely *
World building resources for creating systemneutral planets and star sectors * 100 adventure
seeds and guidelines for integrating them with
the worlds you've made * Old-school compatible
rules for guns, cyberware, starships, and
psionics * Domain rules for experienced
characters who want to set up their own colony,
psychic academy, mercenary band, or other
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The Strangling Sea - Pelgrane Press 2018-09
Enter the graveyard of doomed ships.
Experienced seafarers know better than to risk
the dangers of the Stranglesea: that terrible
place where castaways cling to existence in the
rotting hulks of trapped ships, and deadly
creatures feast on the unwary.Now a band of
adventurers must enter the Stranglesea and
attempt to rescue the enigmatic engineer Inigo
Sharpe from his imprisonment. But Sharpe is
both more and less than they were prepared for
and the forces of an enemy icon want him for
their own sinister purposes.The Strangling Sea
is a seafaring 13th Age Roleplaying Game
adventure by Robin D. Laws for a party of 4-6
1st-level adventurers.
Mythos Expeditions - Pelgrane Press 2018-09
Before that there had been wild enough stories
accounts of mysterious trips to Thibet, the
African interior, the Arabian desert, the Amazon
valley, Alaska, and certain little-known islands of
the South Pacific
Fate - Robert Donoghue 2013
Scenic Dunnsmouth - Lamentations of the Flame
Princess 2017-07
Dunnsmouth is diseased and rotten to the core.
Beset by malefactors supernatural and mundane,
Dunnsmouth slowly dies in the swamp. But
within the rot are mysteries to be solved, evil to
be fought, and the Weird to be
encountered.Scenic Dunnsmouth features an
innovative village generation system using dice
and playing cards to ensure that every
expedition to Dunnsmouth is unique; the
adventure never plays the same way twice. The
threats, their intensity, which villagers are
present, which alliances they hold, and even the
village map, are all randomly determined before
play. Scenic Dunnsmouth is an adventure for
characters of levels 2-5 for use with
Lamentations of the Flame Princess Weird
Fantasy Role-Playing and other traditional roleplaying games.
Tomb of Annihilation - Dungeons & Dragons
2017-09-19
Dare to defy death in this adventure for the
world’s greatest roleplaying game The talk of
the streets and taverns has all been about the
so-called death curse: a wasting disease

afflicting everyone who’s ever been raised from
the dead. Victims grow thinner and weaker each
day, slowly but steadily sliding toward the death
they once denied. When they finally succumb,
they can’t be raised–and neither can anyone
else, regardless of whether they’ve ever received
that miracle in the past. Temples and scholars of
divine magic are at a loss to explain a curse that
has affected the entire region, and possibly the
entire world. The cause is a necromantic artifact
called the Soulmonger, which is located
somewhere in Chult, a mysterious peninsula far
to the south, ringed with mountains and choked
with rain forests. • An adventure for characters
of levels 1 – 11, Tomb of Annihilation provides
the Dungeon Master with the core adventure
needed to create an exciting and memorable
play experience. • Expands on the Forgotten
Realms setting of Chult, providing extensive
detail on the hidden peninsula, and includes a
large pull-out map of the region. • Fans of the
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS® Roleplaying Game
can expand and enhance their experience by
participating in the D&D Adventurers LeagueTM
organized play program while playing this
adventure. • Adventure design by Christopher
Perkins, Will Doyle, and Steve Winter, with
additional design by Adam Lee. • Story
consulting by the award-winning creator of
Adventure Time, Pendleton Ward. The leader in
providing contemporary fantasy entertainment,
Dungeons & Dragons is the wellspring for the
entire modern game industry, digital as well as
analog. This newest edition draws from every
prior edition to create a universally compelling
play experience, and exemplifies the true spirit
of a game that holds captive the hearts and
minds of millions of players worldwide.
13th Age Bestiary 2 - Rob Heinsoo 2018-09
Fallen icons, apocalyptic fire giants, and a
purple dragon who throws the best parties:
welcome to 13th Age Bestiary 2!
Fate - Leonard Balsera 2013-07-03
Grab your plasma rifles, spell components, and
jetpacks! Name your game; Fate Core is the
foundation that can make it happen. Fate Core is
a flexible system that can support whatever
worlds you dream up. Have you always wanted
to play a post-apocalyptic spaghetti western with
tentacle monsters? Swords and sorcery in
space? Wish there was a game based on your
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favorite series of books, film, or television, but it
never happened? Fate Core is your answer. Fate
Core is a tabletop roleplaying game about
proactive, capable people who lead dramatic
lives. The type of drama they experience is up to
you. But wherever they go, you can expect a fun
storytelling experience full of twists...of fate.
GAME INFORMATION Number of players: 3-6
Age of players: 12+ Length: 2-8 hours Type of
Game: Roleplaying Game Languages Available:
English Suggested Retail: $25.00 Game
Designers: Leonard Balsera, Brian Engard,
Jeremy Keller, Ryan Macklin, Mike Olson
How Orcus Stole Christmas - Swords &

Wizardry - James M. Spahn 2019-03
This low-level adventure introduces the players
to a contained wilderness environment known as
Newville. It is designed to fit into most
traditional fantasy campaigns. The open nature
and local environment can extend the adventure
across multiple sessions. So beware the danger
behind the joyful cruelty of the enemies and
their pathetic holiday slaves. It's up to a small
band of brave heroes to save Christmas this
year, and without their unwavering Christmas
spirit and willingness to face the cruelties of
both winter and a twisted aspect of the great
Demon Prince, they'll never discover How Orcus
Stole Christmas Swords & Wizardry
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